
Team Work 
“Repairing a 
broken world”

 
Study 5



But as Scripture says: "No eye has seen, 
no ear has heard, and no mind has 
imagined the things that God has 
prepared for those who love him."  
           1 Cor 2:9 (GW) 



“I am of the opinion that there 

is no comparison between the 

pain of this present time and 

the glory which we will see in 

the future.”     

Romans 8:18 (C.E.V.)



FUTURE TEAMWORK

Team 1 
The Saving 
 of Israel

Team 2 
Cleaning up the 

mess

Team 3 
Engineering into an 
Agricultural society

Team 4 
 Cleansing the 

Earth

Team 5 
Building the 

Temple

Team 6 
 Repairing a 

Broken World
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At some point prior to the 
inauguration of the Temple, the 

World will reflect  
True Harmony in every 

imaginable way as expressed in 
Isaiah 11:6-9

Christ’s Return
Resurrection 

Judgment

Armageddon

Massive clean-up

Re-pairing Lives

Kingdom Age



!  Interpreting Plans

!  Sourcing Materials

!  Supervising Workers

!  Quality Control

Responsibilities of Team No 5



A 40 year project

“…Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain 
of the LORD, to the house of the God of 
Jacob…”  Isaiah 2:3



“…and the Chambers of the Singers in the 
inner court ….”      Ezekiel 40:44



Who might we be working alongside of during 
this magnificent building project?



Noah & family
Abraham
David
Solomon

Joseph

1000’s of mortals
… Behold the man whose name is The BRANCH; and he shall grow up 
out of his place, and he shall build the temple of the LORD: Even he 

shall build the temple of the LORD; and he shall bear the glory, …. And 
they that are far off shall come and build in the temple of the LORD, 

and ye shall know that the LORD of hosts hath sent me unto you   
Zech 6:12,13&15 

Ezekiel

Nehemiah

Henry Sulley

Our own children, 
grandchildren & great 
grandchildren!!



THE ACCOMMODATION CITY 

Yahweh Shammah  
“Yahweh is there” Ezekiel 48:15-35

• 26 Square Kilometre city (10 Sq Miles)

• Can accommodate up to 3 million people

• Made up of Parks and Accomodation

• About 30 kms (18 miles) south of the Temple
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Yahweh Shammah
Temple 

Valley of Haman Gog

Ezekiel 39
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What 2 classes of people will  
constitute the Kingdom Age? 

Mortals and 
Immortals
What will be the ratio?
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Every living thing on earth will tremble 
in fear of me, every fish and bird, 
every wild animal and reptile, and 

every human. Mountains will crumble, 
cliffs will fall, and cities will collapse. 

Ezekiel 38:20 (B.B.E.)
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Anchorage Alaska 1964 
A shift of 5 metres  
in the earths crust 

He (Christ & the Saints) will take his stand on the Mount of Olives 
east of Jerusalem, and the mountain will split in half, forming a 
wide valley that runs from east to west……… From Geba down to 
Rimmon south of Jerusalem, the entire country will be turned 
into flatlands, with Jerusalem still towering above.          
     Zech 14:4,10 (C.E.V.)
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Consequences of this Earthquake 

       Worlds Population 2022    7.8 Billion

70% of the population live in cities of more than 
10,000 people. Given that these cities will be destroyed  

(Ezekiel 38:20) we can estimate that approximately  
4-5 Billion people may lose their life.
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Consequences of this Earthquake 
And men will go into cracks of the rocks, and into holes of the 
earth, for fear of the Lord, and before the glory of his power, when 
he comes out of His place, shaking the earth with his strength.  
            Isa 2:19 (B.B.E.)

On that day those killed by the LORD will stretch from one end 
of the earth to the other.      

             Jer 25:33 (C.E.V.)
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World in TOTAL chaos  
Mortal & Immortal population ratio

2,ooo,ooo,ooo Mortals

2,ooo,ooo Immortals
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Ratio of 1 Immortal for every 1,000 Mortals



What methods 

might we use to 

Re-build & teach?

I will give you shepherds after my own heart. 
They will be shepherds who feed you with 

knowledge and insight. Jer 3:15 GW 

Educating the Mortal population

You will hear a voice behind you saying, "This is 
the way. Follow it, whether it turns to the right or 

to the left."  Isa 30:21 GW

*



How will we teach the Mortals about  
God in the Kingdom Age?

When God wanted to drive 
home a point about the 

future, to His servants, He 
literally took them to that 

time period. 
Ezekiel, Daniel, Peter, James, 

John, Paul’s friend… etc
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Will Time Travel be possible  

in the Kingdom Age? 

"For humans it is impossible, but not for 
God. All things are possible for God."  

Matthew 10:27
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Examples of Time Travel  
in the Bible

Ezekiel

In chapters 40 – 48 Ezekiel 
describes how he was 

transported 2,500 years 
into the future to witness 
the Glorious Temple. This 
was far more than just a 
vision because in Chapter 

47:3-4 he describes literally 
walking through water as it 

gets deeper and deeper.
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Examples of Time Travel  
in the Bible

Paul mentions in 2nd Corinthians 12:2-4, 
about a person he knew (possibly 

referring to his own experience) who had 
been taken forward in time even beyond 

the Kingdom Age. “The man” found it 
extraordinarily difficult to even begin to 

describe what he heard and saw and 
experienced.
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We will have the ability to make  
God’s Truth come alive.  

 
Perhaps we will be able to transport people to the 

actual Biblical incident, so that they will experience 
and witness the event first hand.
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Crossing the 

Red Sea



He shall SAVE the children of the needy 
      Psalm 72

Voted the most poignant photo 
of the century in 2000
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Who will save  

the poor & needy? 
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There are over  
53 million orphans 
in Africa alone



They will be looking to us for help 



From This



From This



To This



Because of This



Because of This



40We shall save the children!

Psalm
 

72



Sorrow, Difficulties, Suffering  

GONE!

Rev 21:4



Jerusalem will be full of boys and girls playing in 
the streets Zech 8:5

Happiness at la
st!



What will be the overall out-
come of all the team-work put 

into this world in the  
lead-up to the Glorious 

Kingdom Age?



 Everyone will find rest beneath their own 
fig trees or grape vines, and they will live in 
peace. This is a solemn promise of the LORD 
All-Powerful. Micah 4:4 CEV



Our involvement in the 
lead-up to the Kingdom 

Age will be dramatic 
and exciting.  

A time to indeed look 
forward too 

The Glory set before us


